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83. UNICA        10-16 September 2023 in Comacchio       Are you ready too! 

Dear UNICA participants 

We are delighted that you have chosen to attend the UNICA in Comacchio.  Soon it will be time, the 83rd UNICA is as 
good as ready to take off. In the role of organisers, the adrenaline flows a little differently, but definitely positive and 
exciting!  

In order to make your arrival and stay as comfortable as possible, we need some additional information. 

Comacchio is very easy to reach by public transport. President Rolf Leuenberger has personally tested this and it 
works without a hitch. Details and links to websites with times and booking here: 

unica.movie/2023#Travel 

Alternatively, we offer a personal pick-up service from Bologna directly to the accommodation. Please let us 
know your arrival time and location (Bologna train station or airport) so we can plan the transfers. 

This transfer service costs € 40 per person, with a minimum occupancy of 5 people (max. 7 people). 

This year's "film palace" Palazzo Bellini in Comacchio is easily accessible from the seaside hotels in just under 20 
minutes by public bus 331, unfortunately the frequency leaves a lot to be desired. The cost is € 2.50 per journey. 

Those who prefer a more personal and direct service can opt for the UNICA Shuttle Bus Transfer: 

three transfers daily. The service is available from Sunday 10.9 to Thursday 14.9 at a special price 
of 50 € (subscription only). Billing is through our partner Po Delta Tourism. 

 

Please let us know your wishes, but before the end of July 2023, to 

Po Delta Tourism, Marcella Bonazza, info@podeltatourism.it    +39 0533 81302 / +39 346 59 26 555 

or for special requests directly to Jacqueline Pante,  Jacquelinepante@gmail.com    +39 334 601 38 13 

Hotel registrations are still possible until 31.7.2023. 

 
See you in Comacchio                                                                                                                https://unica1937.org 
 
The Organisation committee                                                                                                    https://unica.movie 
Jacqueline, Anna and Carlo                                                                                                       https://unica.movie/2023 

 


